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Ring-stacked boranes of the B10H10
2- and B12H12

2- type, when substituted with lone pair bearing groups such as
−O, −NH, and −S at the para positions, are theoretically shown to exhibit exopolyhedral multiple bonding on
oxidation. Successive removal of two and four electrons from the parent BnHn-2X2 results in highly varied and
intriguing skeletal deformations that are explained using fragment molecular theory.

Recently, we suggested that appropriately substituted
polyhedral boranes would showexo-multiple bonding on
oxidation, much like quinones and oxocarbons. This phe-
nomenon was exemplified with the relatively simple octa-
hedral B6 and pentagonal bipyramidal B7 frameworks.1

Skeletons of higher boranes, such as B10H10
2- or B12H12

2-,
are promising targets for nonlinear optical (NLO) materials
and molecular switches, as they are reported to show
substantial electronic communication across their apical
substituents.2-5 Electronic communication and exohedral
multiple bonding are related phenomena, for they both
involve theπ-conjugation effect betweenpara substituents
and the skeletal electrons of the polyhedron. Though bonding
in these systems is complex, it can be understood by splitting
the molecules into smaller parts and analyzing the nature of
interactions between these fragments.6 Here, we examine
whether-O, -NH, and-S substituted B10 and B12 skeletons
might show exohedral multiple bonding upon oxidation.

1. Computational Methodology

The fragment MO analysis is performed using extended Hu¨ckel
calculations.7 Geometrical optimization of all the systems considered
here is done in the framework of hybrid density functional theory

(DFT) calculations (B3LYP/6-311+G*) using the Gaussian 98 suite
of programs,8 followed by vibrational analysis to ascertain the nature
of stationary points.

2. Perturbation of Frontier Orbitals by Exo
Substituents

As in the previous study, we begin with a closo polyhedral
borane, substituted by two lone-pair bearing ligands X
(X) -O, -S,-NH) in theparapositions. If we deprotonate
these (which does not affect their Wadian, closed-shell
electronic structure), we come to B10H8X2

4- and B12H10X2
4-.

Figure 1 shows the perturbation of frontier molecular orbitals
of B12H12

2- and B10H10
2- on substitution by exo-polyhedral

(O)2 π orbitals. All the levels shown in the figure are filled
in the hypothetical tetraanions.

The 4-fold degenerate HOMO (gu) of icosahedral B12H12
2-

splits into e1u + e2u upon substitution by oxygen atoms in
para-B12H10O2

4- (upper left of Figure 1). The e2u set is made
up of in-plane p orbitals of the two staggered five-membered
rings,6 and by symmetry remains unaffected by oxygenπ
orbitals. However, the e1u set, made up mainly of the out-
of-phase combination of the degenerateπ-MOs of the two
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staggerednido-B6H5 fragments (each resembling the HOMO
of C5H5

-), has the right symmetry to interact with the in-
phase combination (πu) of (O)2. The result is a pair of
bonding and antibonding MOs (indicated in Figure 1). The
latter form the HOMO of B12H10O2

4-.
For B10H10

2- (D4d), the HOMO is only doubly degenerate
(e1); the orbitals here arise from the out-of-phase combination
of the degenerateπ-MOs of the two staggerednido-B5H4

fragments (resembling the HOMO of C4H4
2-). They mix

strongly with the in-phase combination of the (O2) π
orbitalssthe antibonding combination forming the HOMO
of B10H8O2

4-. These interactions are very similar to those
observed in the B6 and B7 systems,1 except for the change
in phase of the oxygenπ orbitals that interact with the
HOMO.

On oxidation, electrons have to be removed from the
doubly degenerate HOMO of these BnHn-2X2

4- systems. In
every case, the HOMOsthe out-of-phase combination of
polyhedron tangential orbitals and the oxygen p orbitalssis

antibonding in the B-X region. Hence, removal of four or
two electrons from this HOMO will result in the exohedral
B-X multiple bonding that is described in detail in the
subsequent sections.

3. Neutral BnHn-2X2 Systems

3.1. B12H10X2. Removal of four electrons from the parent
tetraanion (BnHnX2

4-) is not likely to affect the symmetry
of this system, as another closed-shell molecule is reached
(Figure 1). However, such oxidation should shorten the B-X
distances dramatically. This is exactly what is observeds
compare for instance the calculated distances for B12H10X2

(X ) O, S, and NH) in Figure 2 with B-X bond lengths in
experimentally known compounds: B-O ) 1.480 Å
(B12H11OH2-), B-S) 1.862 Å (B12H11SH2-), B-N ) 1.521
Å (B12H11 [NH3]-1).9 All the B12H10X2 (X ) O, S, NH) were

(9) Sivaev, I. B.; Bregadze, V. I.; SjO¨ berg, S.Collect. Czech. Chem.
Commun.2002, 67, 679.

Figure 1. The perturbation of the frontier MOs of B12H12
2- (Ih, left) and B10H10

2- (D4d, right) by the substitution of the two apical hydrogens with two
oxygen atoms (in the middle), leading to the occupied MOs ofcloso-B12H10O2

4- (D5d) andcloso-B10H8O2
4- (D4d). Only the essential high-lying MOs are

shown.

Figure 2. B12H12
2- andcloso-B12H10X2 systems havingexo-multiple bonds, with their bond lengths (in Å) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of

theory.
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optimized within aD5d symmetry constraint and characterized
as stationary points.

On going from the tetraanion to the neutral species,
electrons are also removed from an MO that is net bonding
between all the adjacent boron atoms of the B12 cage. Hence
we expect the entire cage to expand. The optimized
geometries of all these systems show pronounced and
uniform bond-length elongations in their skeletons as ex-
pected, except for the inter-ring bonds (central girdle), which
are shortened. We do not yet understand the reasons for this
shortening.

All B -B distances, even the quite longer ones, are well
within the range of standard polyhedral B-B distances,
observed experimentally. The extent of skeletal deformation
increases with increasing electronegativity of the substituents,
the -O substituent showing the maximum deformation,
followed by-NH and-S. In the-NH substituted systems,
the B-N-H fragment stays linear, indicating a cylindrical
BtΝ type of interaction.

3.2. B10H8X2. A similar substitution sequence in thecloso-
B10 skeleton was optimized within aD4d symmetry constraint,
and every molecule is characterized as a stationary point.
The various bond distances calculated are given in Figure
3.

As in the case of the B12 skeleton, since the electrons are
removed from a doubly degenerate HOMO which is bonding
everywhere in the polyhedron, one would expect that the
corresponding B-B bonds are elongated with respect to the
unsubstituted B10H10

2- skeleton. They are, except for the
inter-ring B-B bonds of the central girdle, which are
shortened. These geometric trends are observed consistently
for all the substituents considered here, the effects being more
pronounced for-O, followed by-NH and-S. The B-X
distances show trends similar to those calculated for the B12

skeleton, the shortening more pronounced in the B10 skeleton.
This accords with earlier assertions that the B10 skeleton has
a greater propensity to exhibitπ-conjugation than the B12

skeleton.2

4. Dianionic BnHn-2X2
2- Systems

Removal of just two electrons from the parent tetraanions
(BnHnX2

4-) is expected to have a major effect on the

symmetry of these systems. Since the doubly degenerate
HOMO is then partially occupied, with two electrons in both
cases, we have a classic Jahn-Teller system. A distortion
lifting the degeneracy should follow.

Initial DFT calculations carried out at the B3LYP/
6-311+G* level of theory had geometrical convergence
problems. Unlike the case of mono-ring cages such as B6

and B7, in these B10 and B12 stacked ring systems there are
several possible distortions that will break the degeneracy
of the doubly degenerate MOs. We suspected that the
convergence problems might be due to the complicated
nature of the Jahn-Teller potential energy surface. So we
took a qualitative look at the MOs involved, and how they
might change upon deformation.

4.1. B12H10X2
2-. To understand the nature of Jahn-Teller

distortion in the B12H10X2
2- (D5d) cage, we divide itscloso

skeleton into two equal B6H5X- (C5V) fragments. Consider
such an odd-electronnido-B6H5O2- (C5V) fragment. The
schematic shape of the degenerate HOMO set (from an
extended Hu¨ckel calculation) is shown in Figure 4. The
overlap population between the boron atoms, due to occupa-
tion of one of these orbitals by a single electron, is also
shown in Figure 4. In the composite B12 skeleton, the MOs
that are shown in Figure 4 or 5 will interact with their
counterparts in the other fragment.

These orbital patterns suggest two quite different distor-
tions: (1) one in which the B-B bond lengths around the
ring alternate shorter, longer, shorter, unaffected, unaffected

Figure 3. B10H10
2- andcloso-B10H8X2 systems havingexo-multiple bonds, with their bond lengths (in Å) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of

theory.

Figure 4. The coefficients (schematic solid and open circles) and overlap
populations between the boron atoms in the B6H5O2- fragment due to
occupation of a single electron in each of the doubly degenerate HOMO.
The view is along theC5 axis.
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around the ring; (2) another in which the bond length pattern
is long, very short, long, medium short, medium short around.
Moreover, the substantial and different cap-ring OPs suggest
that out-of-plane distortions of the five-membered ring might
also happen. All these distortions reduce theC5V symmetry
of the B6H5X fragment toC2V, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Guided by this analysis, we were led to converged
structures of the dianions with severely distorted geometries.
The geometries (Figure 6) reflect the trends outlined above,
remarkably choosing one or another of the possible stabiliz-
ing distortions. For instance, for-O and -S substituted
systems, geometry optimizations within aC2h symmetry
constraint lead to small imaginary frequencies and a local
minimum with reducedCi symmetry. In both cases, the B5

rings of the optimized geometries exhibit substantial bond
alternation, having two short, two long, and one very long
bonds.

Amazingly, in B12H10(NH)2
2- the pentagonal rings are

computed to deform in an alternative way, having two long,
two short, and one very short bonds. Further, the planarity
of both the B5 rings is destroyed to a smaller extent (within
0.03 Å) in all these systems, indicating that both in-plane
and out-of-plane distortions occur concurrently. The in-plane
distortion (Figure 5a) is more pronounced than the out-of-
plane distortion (Figure 5b) for all substituents. The B-X
bonds of these systems lie between typical B-X single bonds
and the B-X bonds of the neutral B12H10X2 systems. In the
-NH substituted systems, the B-N-H fragment bends,
indicating a BdΝ type of interaction.

4.2. B10H8X2
2-. The Jahn-Teller distortion in the dianionic

B10H8X2
2- systems can be analogously analyzed by frag-

menting into B5H4X fragments. An extended Hu¨ckel calcula-
tion on nido-B5H4O2- (C4V) leads to a doubly degenerate
HOMO that is singly occupied as expected. The doubly
degenerate MO can be represented in two different ways, as
indicated in Figure 7 left and right. Since each representation
is associated with a different possible deformation, let us
look at the overlap population trends accompanying occupa-
tion of each orbital.

The in-plane distortion favored by the combination shown
in Figure 7a is likely to lead to two short and two long bonds
alternating in the B4 ring (Figure 8a), whereas the out-of-
plane distortion implied by the orbital choice Figure 7b
entails a butterflylike geometry (Figure 8b). Both these

Figure 5. Two possible ways of in-plane distortion in the B6H5X-2 fragment due to occupation of the doubly degenerate HOMO by a single electron. The
short bonds are shown in red and long ones in blue.

Figure 6. closo-B10H8X2
2- systems havingexo-multiple bonds, with their bond lengths (in Å) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of theory.

Figure 7. The overlap population between the boron atoms in the B5H4X
fragment viewed along theC4 axis, due to occupation of a single electron
in the doubly degenerate HOMO, in two different representations.
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distortions reduce theC4V symmetry of the B5H4X fragment
to C2V.

Remarkably, the optimized geometries of all the B10H8X2
2-

systems considered have one of the B4 rings showing an in-
plane distortion, while the other B4 ring is subject to an out-
of-plane deformation (Figure 9. The idealC2V geometry has
a small imaginary frequency, distorting it to aC1 minimum.

The richness and complexity of Jahn-Teller distortions
in these systems is obvious. It will take a very careful analysis
to pin down the static and dynamic nature of the geometries
of these molecules, when they are made.

The B-X bond distances in the dianions are slightly
elongated compared to the neutral B10H8X2 systems, presum-
ably due to the diminution ofπ-bonding. In comparison to
the dianionic B12 derivatives, the B-X bonds are uniformly
shorter, similar to the trends observed in the neutral systems.
These distortions are more pronounced with-O, followed
by -S and-NH, as in the case of the multiply bonded
B12H10X2 systems described earlier.

5. Oxocarbon Analogues

The icosahedral B12 cage is also capable of exhibiting
multiple bonding similar to that in oxocarbon dianions, as
indicated earlier for B6X6

2- systems. There are several
Wadian closomers reported in which all the 12 hydrogen
positions of the B12H12

2- are functionalized.10 The isolation
of neutral compounds such as B12Cl12 and B12(OCH2C6H5)12

indicates that the substituted B12 cage is amenable to
oxidation.11,12

In a hypothetical Wade system B12O12
14- (take B12H12

2-

on paper to B12(OH)12
2- to B12O12

14- + 12H+) the 24π type
orbitals of the 12 external O substituents transform as hg +
2gg + gu + t1u + t2g + ag. Of these, gu, the HOMO in the
classical icosahedral framework, interacts strongly with the
corresponding symmetry oxygen lone pair combinations, as
illustrated schematically in Figure 10.

A good HOMO-LUMO gap results if this framework-
oxygen antibonding combination is unfilled. This implies an
eight-electron oxidation of B12O12

14- to B12O12
6-. The 6-

charge is rather high, but the next closed-shell structure is
at B12O12

4+, which is electron deficient. For either case,
removal of electrons leads to exopolyhedralπ-bonding.

DFT calculations on B12O12
6- (Oh) and B12S12

6- (Oh) show
that these oxygenated borates are indeed minima on their
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Figure 8. Two possible ways of in-plane distortion in the B5H4X-2 fragment due to occupation of the doubly degenerate HOMO by a single electron. The
short bonds are shown in red and long ones in blue.

Figure 9. closo-B10H8X2
2- systems havingexo-multiple bonds, with their bond lengths (in Å) calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of theory.
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potential energy surface (Figure 11) retaining their icosahe-
dral symmetry. The B-B bond lengths are substantially
elongated (up to 2.09 Å), which is partially due to the higher

negative charge (Figure 11). The B-X bonds also are short
compared to typical B-X single bond distances. Since these
systems show good HOMO-LUMO gaps, they may possibly
exist in the solid state, as Zintl ions, if not in solution.
Substitution of some of the boron atoms by carbon can also
help in alleviating the high negative charge.

Recently, Maderna et al.10f have synthesized B12(O-
CH2Ph)12

2-; this molecule was also reported to undergo
oxidation by one and two electrons to stable compounds.11

The structures of the Wadian dianion and the neutral (called
hypercloso) were determined. There is an interesting rela-
tionship between the systems we propose in this contribution
and the synthesized B12(OCH2Ph)12. Were the B-O-CH2-
Ph linkages linear at O, B12(OCH2Ph)12

2- could be viewed
as B12O12

14- + 12 +CH2Ph. The bending at oxygen com-
plicates things a little, but not essentiallysB12(OCH2Ph)12

2-

is like B12O12
14-. The neutral system (see Figure 10) would

have gu occupied by six electrons, should show signs of
multiple B-O bonding, and will also be subject to a Jahn-
Teller deformation. The geometric consequences were indeed
observed in the X-ray structure of B12(OCH2C2H5)12.12,13

There is a substantial deformation of the B12 cage to
approximateD3d symmetry on oxidation. Further, the B-O
bonds are shortened by∼0.06 Å relative to the dianion.

The range of possibilities available for polyhedral boranes
with exohedral multiple bonding parallels the diverse chem-
istry of organic aromatic systems with exocyclic double
bonds.
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Figure 10. The interaction of a B12 (Ih) fragment with 12 oxygen atoms
(Ih), resulting in the bonding MOs ofcloso-B12O12

14-. Just a selection of
the framework orbitals near the HOMO, and of the 24 oxygenπ orbitals is
shown.

Figure 11. closo-B12X12
6- systems havingexo-multiple bonds, with bond

lengths (in Å) as calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G** level of theory.
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